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Alternative Depot Strategy Overview
(Route Windows W3, W2, W1, NE5, R2)

16.1

Introduction

16.1.1

The Bill made provision for the construction of a rolling stock maintenance depot and
associated stabling sidings on a site south of the GMEL at Romford (Route Window
NE9). stabling sidings were also to be provided at the following location:
• Shenfield (NE17);
• Gidea Park (NE11);
• Old Oak Common (W3);
• West Drayton (W13); and
• Maidenhead (W25).

16.1.2

Further work has been undertaken to reduce impacts associated with these developments
in particular the grade separated line (the underpass) to connect the depot to the GEML.
The result of this work is reported in Chapter 21 of this AP3 ES. At the same time the
possibility of a viable alternative depot strategy that would remove the need for facilities
at Romford altogether has been investigated. This ‘Alternative’ Depot Strategy is
summarised in this chapter.

16.2

Background

16.2.1

Eurostar train maintenance will transfer to a new depot at Temple Mills in east London
when Stage 2 of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link opens in 2007. This means that the North
Pole Depot on the GWML was potentially available for inclusion in the Crossrail strategy.
This opened up the possibility of:
• alleviating the impacts on EWS Railway by relocating their facilities from Old Oak
Common to North Pole allowing Crossrail to acquire all of the land currently
used by them; and
• locating the main Crossrail depot at Old Oak Common, thereby removing the impacts
at Romford.

16.2.2

This would mean the depot and stabling facilities would be located in areas currently
used for that purpose, rather than developing the new location at the Romford Gas works.
EWS Railway had indicated that complete relocation of their Old Oak Common operation
was preferable to partial reduction in the land available to them at Old Oak Common.
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16.2.3

As well as the depot, Romford was previously proposed as a stabling location to provide
rolling stock for the north eastern branch services starting and finishing at Shenfield without
excessive running of empty trains. An alternative site for this stabling has been identified at
Ilford. Bombardier Transportation currently lease part of the Ilford car sheds/Ilford Depot
site for a heavy maintenance and refurbishment facility. Further work will be undertaken with
Bombardier to identify a suitable site for the activities it undertakes at Ilford so that eleven
Crossrail stabling sidings can be provided at Ilford Depot.

16.2.4

Under the alternative strategy, the significant increase in the number of stabling sidings
available at Old Oak Common and the provision of stabling sidings at Ilford means
that new stabling sidings will no longer be required at West Drayton.
Commissioning

16.2.5

Crossrail is to be commissioned from the GEML and a depot at Romford would provide
maintenance facilities for the commissioning period. However, in the absence of the Romford
site, an alternative suitable site is available at Clacton. This site was used for commissioning
the GEML rolling stock in 2003 and would be reopened for similar operations on Crossrail.
It is envisaged that commissioning activity at the Clacton Depot would take place for up to
two years. To accommodate the longer Crossrail trains it will be necessary to make some
alterations to the depot building at Clacton.

16.3

The Alternative Depot Strategy

16.3.1

The alternative depot strategy comprises a train maintenance depot and stabling
at Old Oak Common with further stabling facilities provided at:
• Maidenhead;
• Ilford;
• Gidea Park; and
• Shenfield.

16.3.2

Additionally, a facility for the two year commissioning period would be provided at
Clacton. The previous and alternative depot strategies are compared in Table16.1.
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Table 16.1 Comparison of Previous and Alternative Depot Strategies
Location

Previous Strategy

Alternative Strategy 1

Maidenhead

Stabling for up to 6 trains

No change

West Drayton

Stabling for up to 22 trains

No provision

Old Oak Common

Stabling for up to 12 trains

Train maintenance depot and
stabling for up to 26 trains

Romford

Train maintenance depot and
stabling for up to 15 trains

No provision

Ilford

No provision

Stabling for up to 11 trains

Gidea Park

Stabling for up to 7 trains

No change

Shenfield

Stabling for up to 5 trains

Stabling for up to 3 trains

Clacton

No provision

Depot facility and stabling
for up to 3 units for a
2 year period only

1 The Alternative Depot Strategy provides fewer stabling sidings, however sufficient stabling locations are still provided for the entire fleet
of trains for the planned service

16.3.3

The alternative strategy is provided by Amendment of Provisions at the following locations:
• a new depot and associated stabling sidings at Old Oak Common (Route Window W3,
with additional works within W2 and W1);
• provision for EWS facilities at North Pole (Route Window W2, with additional works
within W3 and W1);
• stabling facilities at Ilford Depot (Route Window NE5); and
• works to accommodate commissioning at Clacton (Route Window R2).

16.3.4

Assessments of the impacts associated with these proposals are presented
in Chapters 17, 18, 19 and 26 of this document (AP3 ES).
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If these Amendments are accepted by Parliament, then;
• the depot at Romford as presented in the Bill and assessed in the main ES would
not be implemented;
• stabling at West Drayton as presented in the Bill and assessed in the main ES
would not be implemented; and
• the Amendments at Romford (NE8) and West Drayton (W13) assessed in Chapters 21
and 13 respectively would no longer be required.

16.3.6

Table16.2 below identifies the significant impacts that would be eliminated as a result
of these changes.

16.4

Reversion to the use of Romford Depot and West Drayton Stabling

16.4.1

If the Alternative Depot Strategy Amendments discussed in this chapter are not
accepted by Parliament then revised schemes at Romford (NE8) and West Drayton
(W13) put forward in this document (in Chapters 21 and 13 respectively)
will be implemented.

Summary of Eliminated Significant Residual Impacts due to Alternative Depot Strategy
The removal of trees and other vegetation, earthworks and construction activity that
would have impacted on the character of the local landscape will no longer take place.
The impact on a listed structure resulting from the removal of a Grade II listed coal tax
post in the form of a stone obelisk for the duration of construction will be eliminated.
The adverse visual impacts for residents of 208 Crow Lane and significant impacts for
approximately 220 properties in the area arising from works for the underpass and associated
track works will be eliminated. Temporary adverse impacts from lighting will be eliminated.
The temporary noise impacts set to affect occupants at 86 residential properties,
of which 63 were likely to qualify for noise insulation will be eliminated.
The temporary impact on the community comprising of the loss of open space, the
gymnasium, the all-weather pitch of West Ham United Football Club (FC) and up to eight
of the available pitches at Westlands Playing Fields will be eliminated. In addition, the
significant adverse impact on pedestrians resulting from the severance of the footpath
linking Whalebone Lane South with Saville Road will be eliminated.
Cumulative impact on the community due to construction activity will be eliminated.
Permanent adverse visual impacts on users of West Ham United FC training ground,
teachers and pupils at St Edward’s School and recreational users of Westlands
Playing Fields will be eliminated.
The adverse impacts on reptiles due to the risk to the viability of the reptile population
will be eliminated.
The loss of three pitches within the Westlands Playing Fields will be eliminated.

Environmental Topic

Landscape /
Townscape

Built Heritage

Visual amenity

Noise

Community

Community

Visual Amenity

Ecology

Community

Route Window

Route Window NE8:
Romford Depot West

Amendment:
Alternative Depot
Strategy

Table 16.2 Significant Impacts that will be Eliminated with the Introduction of the Alternative Depot
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A permanent beneficial impact on local socio-economics, an increase of three per cent in the
total number of jobs in the local area as a result of the operation of the depot, will be eliminated
Temporary visual impacts for residents of two blocks of flats and six individual properties
at Weirside Gardens.

Socio-economics

Visual amenity

Community

Permanent adverse impacts on reptiles due to the risk to the viability of the reptile population
will be eliminated.

Ecology

Amendment:
Alternative Depot
Strategy

Permanent adverse visual impacts from operational lighting at the depot will be eliminated.

Visual Amenity

Noise impacts on properties on Tavistock Road and visual impacts on properties on Humber Close
and Weirside Gardens will be removed. However, cumulative impacts arising from works at West
Drayton station remain.

Removal of temporary significant noise impacts affecting occupants at 50 residential properties,
22 at 1– 18 High St and 28 at 65– 74 Tavistock Road. Three properties will no longer qualify
for noise insulation and will not experience significant noise impacts, The Walnuts and 2 flats
in Merrivale Mews.

Permanent adverse visual impacts for residents at about 30 properties and occupants at Old
Church Hospital and pedestrians and cyclists on Nursery Walk, as well as lighting impacts,
will be eliminated

Visual Amenity

13:13

Construction Noise

Construction noise impacting on occupants at 147 residential properties will be eliminated.
Of these 147 residential properties, 127 were set to qualify for noise insulation. In addition,
residents of three of these 127 properties were set to qualify for temporary rehousing for varying
periods during construction works. The significant disruption to the affected residents resulting
from rehousing will be eliminated.

Adverse temporary visual impacts affecting residents, workers and visitors in the vicinity
of the site of the depot will be eliminated.

Visual amenity

Noise and Vibration

Adverse impacts on the openness of the Green Belt as a result of construction of the rail
underpass and associated infrastructure works will be eliminated.

Metropolitan
Green Belt

Environmental Topic Summary of Eliminated Significant Residual Impacts due to Alternative Depot Strategy

25/10/2006

Route Window W13:
West Drayton Station

Amendment:
Alternative Depot
Strategy

Route Window NE9:
Romford Station and
Depot (East)

Route Window
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17.1.5

With Eurostar vacating North Pole Depot (on the opposite site of the GWML as set
out in Chapter 18 focusing on Route Window W2) in 2007, it is proposed that EWS
relocate to this facility, making a larger area of the Old Oak Common Depot site
available for Crossrail. Therefore, under the Alternative Depot Strategy, Old Oak
Common Depot will be remodelled to provide depot and stabling facilities for Crossrail.

17.1.6

Some of the works associated with the revised proposal at Old Oak Common are
outside of existing limits, therefore an Amendment of Provisions is being promoted.

17.1.7

This chapter sets out information on the following:
• the original proposals;
• the revised proposals;
• a description of the construction works for the revised proposals; and
• an assessment of any changes to the significant environmental impacts
reported in the main ES.

17.2

Permanent Works
The Original Works

17.2.1

As shown in Map W3(i) of the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a). The original works
comprised fourteen new Crossrail stabling sidings within the site of Old Oak Common
depot. Twelve of the sidings would be 250 m long and two would be 130 m long.
A further siding incorporating a train washing facility was also proposed. The sidings
were to be overhead electrified and located between the existing EWS and First
Great Western depots on a section of land known as Coronation sidings.
A staff accommodation building was also to be provided.
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Aerial View of Old Oak Common Depot
The Revised Scheme
17.2.2

Under the alternative depot strategy, it is now proposed that Old Oak Common Depot
will be remodelled to provide depot and stabling facilities for Crossrail, as shown in
Map W3(ii) in the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a). The revised works at the depot
will comprise:
• 13 stabling sidings (520 m long);
• a train care facility building (260 m long by 68 m wide);
• maintenance staff accommodation;
• a maintenance storage building;
• new access roads and turning areas;
• car parking spaces for 150 vehicles;
• train crew accommodation and parking for 50 vehicles;
• a paint shed;
• a bio-hazard cleaning pit;
• a wheel lathe facility and an associated siding
• 2 train washers on the depot approach tracks;
• lighting gantries; and
• OHLE and traction substation.
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17.2.3

In addition to the revised works at the depot, new dedicated approach tracks are
proposed between Ladbroke Grove and Old Oak Common (in Route Windows W2
and W1). These works are shown on Map W3(ii) in the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a)

17.2.4

Retaining walls, new and remodelled railway junctions and additional tracks are
required. In the vicinity of the west end of Canal Way these dedicated tracks are
outside the current railway operational boundary. The approach tracks also require
the demolition of the existing First Great Western carriage washing facility at Kensal
Green. This is to be replaced by a new train wash within the First Great Western
depot at Old Oak Common, with associated trackwork alterations and access roads.

17.3

Temporary Works
The Original Works

17.3.1

Under the original scheme, the construction of the new stabling sidings and carriage
washing facility at Old Oak Common would take place over a three year period. Prior
to commencing the main works it will be necessary to undertake demolitions of minor
structures, site clearance and utility works. The main works will involve the preparation
of the track formation of the new stabling sidings, laying of the new track work for the
sidings, construction of walkways, roadways, signal and lighting columns, and a train
wash plant. The works would be carried out from Coronation sidings within the existing
footprint area of the depot.
The Revised Scheme

17.3.2

Construction of the revised works will take place in the following stages:
• utility diversions;
• demolition of redundant buildings and site clearance;
• provision of replacement First Great Western carriage washer;
• construction of retaining walls and ramps for approach track works;
• construction of depot approach tracks
• construction of new access road and parking areas;
• construction of depot buildings;
• construction of depot track work; and
• installation of OHLE and depot equipment.

17.4

Construction of the Revised Works
Duration of Works

17.4.1

The construction of the revised depot and associated track works will take
approximately three years.
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Construction Plant
17.4.2

The main construction plant to be used for the depot and stabling works will include
cranes, excavators, dumpers, hoists, scissor lifts, piling rigs, disc cutters, concrete
pumps, and whackers.

17.4.3

The main construction plant for the approach trackworks will include cranes,
excavators, dumpers, piling rigs, engineering trains, whackers and track tampers.
Worksite and Access

17.4.4

As shown on Map W3(i) in the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a), depot construction
will take place from within the Old Oak Common Depot worksite.

17.4.5

In advance of the main works, a sewer running across the depot site will be diverted
or made accessible within the new site layout. The northernmost extent of the utilities
works will extend beyond the depot boundary, where a new manhole inspection
chamber will be constructed. The Old Oak Common utilities worksite will be used
for this purpose.

17.4.6

The Canal Way Gasworks worksite (in Route Window W2) will be used to construct
trackwork leading up to the depot, part of which is currently outside the railway
boundary. As this requires landtake from the Canal Gasworks Nature Conservation
Area, the above drawing shows an area identified for compensatory nature
conservation habitat.

17.5

Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Overview

17.5.1

The proposed amendment does not change the conclusions as set out in the
main ES with respect to air quality, and noise and vibration. The temporary significant
impacts of the revised scheme are illustrated on Map W3(ii) and W2(ii) of the AP3
ES mapping volume (AP3a).
Impacts on Landscape /Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

17.5.2

Old Oak Common is an extensive railway site comprising stabling sidings, engine
sheds and workshops on the north edge of the Great Western Railway. Triangular
in shape, it is bounded by residential to the west, industrial to the north and a large
open space to the south, known as Wormwood Scrubs Park.

17.5.3

The Grand Union Canal Conservation Area, comprising the canal, towpath and
peripheral vegetation, follows the northern boundary of the Old Oak Common Depot
site. On the other side of the canal is a combination of industrial buildings of mixed
quality and age.
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17.5.4

The revised works are within the context of the railway corridor and existing depot
site with extensive railway tracks, overhead gantries, stabling sidings and large built
structures. The existing buildings are a combination of traditional Victorian brick sheds
and more recent structures of profiled metal sheeting. The site is within a townscape
of low quality and low sensitivity to change.

17.5.5

The site for the proposed dedicated approach tracks to Old Oak Common Depot
extends from Old Oak Common to Ladbroke Grove. Much of the site is within the
existing railway corridor. However, in the vicinity of the west end of Canal Way,
additional land is required for the proposed tracks and worksite. Part of this land is
within the Grand Union Canal Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation
and is well vegetated with mature trees. The site, known as the Canal Gasworks Nature
Conservation Area, lies adjacent to the southern towpath of the Grand Union Canal;
it is also adjacent to, but not within, the Grand Union Canal Conservation Area and
Kensal Green Cemetery Conservation Area. Kensal Green Cemetery, opposite the site,
is listed on the English Heritage Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Interest and
contains many fine pieces of Victorian Gothic mausoleum architecture and many mature
trees. It represents a townscape component of high quality and high sensitivity to
change in a wider area of poor quality townscape, which generally has a low sensitivity
to change. To the east of the new worksite are two existing gasholders and associated
gasworks buildings and structures.
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

17.5.6

No statutory listed buildings will be directly affected by the construction or operation
of the scheme in this route window.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

17.5.7

The traditional brick sheds adjacent to and visible from the canal and nearby footbridge
will be demolished and replaced with a larger shed 260 m long by 68 m wide. The new
structure and additional sidings at Old Oak Common will be developed in the context
of an industrial and railway landscape and consequently these revised works will not
result in any temporary or permanent impacts on townscape resources.

17.5.8

The construction works will require a minor extension in width of the railway corridor
which will result in the loss of two linear groups of mature trees between the canal and
mainline tracks. The land required for the construction of the dedicated approach tracks
will result in a temporary significant impact on the landscape/townscape as a result of
the loss of mature trees and publicly accessible Canal Gasworks Nature Conservation
Area. However, the works will be in the context of an industrial and railway landscape
and will not result in any temporary significant impacts on the setting of either the
Conservation Areas (Grand Union Canal and Kensal Green Cemetery) or the English
Heritage Park and Garden of Special Interest. The loss of nature conservation land will
be compensated by permanently acquiring exchange land between the railway tracks
and canal towpath (in addition see impacts on ecology within this Chapter).
Consequently, the revised works will not result in any permanent impacts on townscape
resources and no impacts on built heritage will occur as a result of the construction
or operation of the scheme in this route window.
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Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline
17.5.9

Open views of the railway corridor may be obtained from the south and east elevations
of Oaklands House residential complex in the north western part of the Old Oak
Common site. Views into the existing depot site are generally limited by vegetation,
embankments and industrial buildings both on the edge of, and within, the site.

17.5.10 To the south, existing tree and scrub vegetation and embankments along the northern
edge of the parkland enclose Wormwood Scrubs Park and views from here are
restricted to the tops of gantries and other taller structures. To the west, views may
be obtained within the site from the industrial buildings on Old Oak Common Lane.
Visibility from Old Oak Common Lane is generally restricted by the buildings and
embankments that front the street. Distant views of the site may be obtained from
upper levels of a limited number of residential properties beyond Old Oak Common
Lane and the railway.
17.5.11 To the north, occasional views may be obtained into the site from the canal towpath
where open fencing has replaced sections of solid brick wall and there is no screening
vegetation. Locally, an elevated view of the site may be obtained from the pedestrian
bridge over the canal. A mixture of high, moderate and low sensitivity visual receptors
are located in and around the site.
17.5.12 Views into the site proposed for the dedicated approach tracks are from the canal
and adjacent towpath on the south side. Views from Kensal Cemetery to the north
are generally enclosed by mature trees and shrubs along the southern boundary of
the cemetery. Views from Little Wormwood Scrubs Recreation Ground to the south
are generally enclosed by mature trees on the northern edge of the park. A mixture
of open and glimpsed views into the railway corridor may be obtained from the
residential properties to the south. A mixture of moderate and low sensitivity
visual receptors is located around the site.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.13 Existing depot buildings, some 120 m and 150 m to the east of Oaklands House,
will be demolished and will be replaced by a new depot building located approximately
50 m from Oaklands House. To the south of Oaklands House, an existing carriage shed
will be demolished and replaced by a series of stabling sidings thereby opening views
up across the depot site to the south. The combination of closer proximity of the new
depot building and opening up of views of tracks and train movements to the south will
result in significant temporary and permanent adverse visual impacts on the residents
of Oaklands House. There will be no other significant temporary or permanent adverse
impacts on visual amenity resulting from the Old Oak Common works or the works
required for the dedicated approach tracks.
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Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline
17.5.14 The baseline resources in this route window that might be affected by the revised
scheme are substantially the same as those for the original scheme at Old Oak
Common, as described in the main ES (Volume 3, Chapter 9, Sections 9.26 and 9.27,
paragraphs 9.26.18 and 9.27.10). In the northern part of Old Oak Common depot, those
resources pre-dating the late 19th century are likely to be heavily truncated by terracing.
There is a low potential for remains of medieval and later agriculture, of low importance.
However, survival may be better where the additional works extend outside of the
existing railway corridor.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.15 Piling and deep foundations for the additional buildings, sewer shafts and retaining
walls will completely remove any surviving archaeological remains. Excavation for
shallow foundations, service pits, and other minor ground reduction may partially
or completely remove any surviving archaeological remains. The additional depot
approach trackworks have potential to partially remove any surviving archaeological
remains, in particular where they extend outside the existing railway corridor near
Canal Way. Groundworks in the proposed Canal Way worksite, and a retaining
wall, have potential to partially or completely remove such remains.
17.5.16 Mitigation measures will remain preservation by record, as described in the main ES
(Volume 3, Chapter 9, Sections 9.26 and 9.27, paragraphs 9.26.19 and 9.27.10).
With this mitigation, no significant residual impacts will occur.
Impacts on Ecology
Baseline
17.5.17 The ecology baseline which applies to this site is described within the main ES
(Volume 3, Chapter 9, Section 9.26, paragraphs 9.26.20 and 9.26.21). This includes
the Old Oak Common sidings (Grade 2), Birch Wood SBI (Grade 1) and the Grand
Union Canal Site of Metropolitan Importance (SMI). The Birch Wood SBI (Grade 1)
is located partly within the Old Oak Common railway boundary, although there
is also a publicly accessible part of the SBI outside the railway boundary.
17.5.18 The Grand Union Canal Site SMI is located to the north of the railway. Although it is
predominantly focused on the canal, within Route Window W2 this designation includes
a publicly accessible area of land (approximately 1600 m2) of trees, quasi-native shrubs
and grassland on the south side of the canal, known as the Canal Gasworks Nature
Conservation Area. This area has a relatively low nature conservation value although
it does have ecological amenity value.
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Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.19 As a result of this amendment there will be increased loss of railway ballast vegetation
within the depot. However, areas of species rich and well established railway ballast
vegetation within the depot are relatively small and the impact has been assessed
as not significant.
17.5.20 There will be additional impact on the Old Oak Common sidings Birch Wood SBI
(Grade 2). Permanent works will take approximately 5900 m2 approximately 23 per cent
of the SBI, however this area contains semi-ruderal bramble scrub, tall-herb vegetation
and rough grassland vegetation types together with roads and non-vegetated areas
(mostly semi-hardstanding).
17.5.21 The publicly accessible birch woodland areas of the SBI will not be affected by
permanent land take, and neither will the principally vegetated areas within the depot
(on banks along the western side). The impact on the SBI will not be significant.
17.5.22 A greater number of railway buildings will be demolished with the revised scheme.
Of the many bat emergence surveys undertaken elsewhere on the Crossrail route none
has identified roosting bats in similar locations, and it is therefore statistically unlikely that
roosting bats are present here. In order to establish the prevailing conditions prior to
construction, surveys will be undertaken and if roosting bats are found, routine mitigation
as set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES will prevent significant residual impacts.
17.5.23 There will be an increased loss of habitat suitable for reptiles within the depot. It will be
necessary to relocate any reptiles to an alternative site prior to works commencing and
adhere to routine mitigation, as set out in Appendix B1 of the Main ES in order to
prevent a significant impact.
17.5.24 There will be permanent loss of line-side scrub, tall-herb vegetation and rough
grassland around the flyover on the northern side of the railway. There may be
loss of habitat for nesting birds. With mitigation, as set out in Appendix B1
of the main ES, the impact will not be significant.
17.5.25 The revised option will result in the permanent loss of the Canal Gasworks Nature
Conservation Area, consisting of trees, shrubs and rough grassland from the Grand
Union Canal SMI. Although it represents a tiny fraction of the total ecological resource
of the SMI this area has a ecological amenity value. However, it is proposed that an
equivalent area of habitat along the towpath will be ecologically enhanced and made
publicly available. With this compensation in place, no significant impacts would occur.
17.5.26 In addition, temporary works will take an approximately 10 m strip of birch woodland
outside railway fences in the Old Oak Common Sidings Birch Wood SBI Grade 2.
It will represent no more than about two percent of the area of the woodland, and will
not fragment the woodland. The impact on the SBI will therefore fall short of significance.
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Impacts on Water Resources
Baseline
17.5.27 Baseline conditions for water resources are described in the main ES (Volume 3,
Chapter 9, Section 9.26, paragraph 9.26.26 and 9.26.27).
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.28 There may be a minor reduction in potential for water pollution due to the stabling
of mainly electric passenger trains compared to existing and previous railway usage.
The new train care facility will provide an increase in the area of hard surfacing and
appropriate drainage will be required. Construction of trackwork is considered likely
to generate an insignificant impact on the infiltration to shallow groundwater and
a minor impact on runoff intensity to surface water.
17.5.29 The latter would be mitigated through an appropriate drainage regime, as necessary.
The expansion of the train washing facilities compared to the original scheme will
produce more effluent but this does not alter the conclusion that there would be no
residual impacts as a result of appropriate detailed design. The new access tracks will
run closer to the towpath of the Grand Union Canal than the work under the original
Crossrail scheme and the Environment Agency will be consulted on any water
protection measures required. No additional significant impacts are predicted.
Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline
17.5.30 Baseline conditions for Route Window W3 are described in the main ES (Volume 8c,
Chapter 24, paragraphs 24.5 and 24.6).
17.5.31 Access to the Old Oak Common Depot is from a priority junction on Old Oak Common
Lane. Access for construction of associated trackworks and retaining walls at the
western end of Canal Way will be via a shared access from Ladbroke Grove which
is mainly used to access the gas works.
Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts
17.5.32 Crossrail works at Old Oak Common will be carried out within the existing depot site
and on its approach tracks. Most of the materials for the trackwork will be brought in
by rail, using existing sidings. There will be a need for the delivery of some plant and
materials by road. This will include the removal of excavated and demolition materials
and the delivery of steel and concrete. It is estimated that the depot alterations and
associated track works will take approximately 32 months.
17.5.33 Lorries will access the depot site from A40 (Westway), either via Victoria Road and
Old Oak Common Lane for the main access or via Ladbroke Grove for the gas works
access. It is estimated that lorry movements will be at a peak at the main access
over a 4 month period when an average of 142 lorry movements per day are expected.
For the remainder of the construction period the number is expected to drop to an
average of approximately 34 lorry movements per day.
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17.5.34 It is expected that there will be two periods of five months during construction when
lorries will also access the depot site via Ladbroke Grove and the Gas Works access.
For the first period an average of 34 lorry movements per day is predicted via this
route, and this figure would drop to an average 14 lorry movements per day in the
second period.
17.5.35 No significant traffic and transport impacts are expected on the local road network
as a result of the lorry movements at either access.
17.5.36 Possessions are only expected on tracks serving the existing depot and are
not predicted to have any significant impact on mainline or local services.
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
17.5.37 The proposed parking provisions is for 150 space for administration, maintenance and
cleaning staff, and a further 50 spaces for train crew. Car trips are expected to be largely
outside normal peak hours beacuase of shift working patterns. An assessment of the
likely impacts on the local road network indicates that any additional traffic will not
result in a significant impact.
Impacts from Contaminated Land
Baseline
17.5.38 As a result of the revised depot strategy, there will be track laying over the edge of the
Kensal Green Gas Works site 2 (see W2 socio-economic baseline for details of site 2).
Potential contaminants on this site include acids, metals, solvents, carbon, creosote,
lignins, phenols, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, BTEX, styrene, ammonia, cyanide,
sulphate, coal tars and asbestos. However, remediation has been carried out as part
of redevelopment proposals over the eastern part of the Gas Works site (ie site 1).
Otherwise, the contaminated land baseline is as set out in the main ES.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.39 This Amendment may require land contamination mitigation measures. It is understood
the gas works site 1 has been remediated, however the extent to which the contamination
and subsequent remediation covers the area affected by the proposals requires verification.
With the application of measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES relating to the
handling, treatment and ongoing management of contaminated soil and groundwater,
no significant impacts will occur during the construction phase or in the long term.
Socio-economic Impacts
Baseline
17.5.40 The baseline resources that might be affected by the revised scheme at Old Oak
Common are substantially the same as those described in the main ES (Volume 3,
Chapter 9, Section 9.26).
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Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.41 There are estimated to be approximately 400 jobs created at the Crossrail maintenance
depot and stabling facility at Old Oak Common.
17.5.42 The displaced EWS employment (estimated 40 jobs) will be relocated to the North
Pole Depot. Given relatively high unemployment rates and high levels commuting out
of the borough the net increase of approximately 400 jobs is a beneficial significant
permanent impact.
Community Impacts
Baseline
17.5.43 The baseline resources that might be affected by the revised scheme at Old Oak
Common are substantially the same as those described in the main ES (Volume 3,
Chapter 9, Section 9.26).
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
17.5.44 The construction of the new dedicated approach tracks at the eastern end of the
depot will require the acquisition of the Canal Gas Works Nature Conservation Area.
This is a small wildlife area adjacent to the Grand Union Canal. The loss of this area
would be a permanent significant community impact. It is proposed that this impact
is mitigated through the provision of a replacement nature conservation area

17.6

Summary
Additional Significant Impacts

17.6.1

The revised scheme will generate the following residual significant adverse impacts:
• Landscape / Townscape: temporary significant adverse impact on the
landscape/townscape as a result of the loss of mature trees and publicly
accessible land (Canal Gasworks Nature Conservation Area); and
• Visual amenity: significant temporary and permanent adverse visual impacts
on the residents of Oaklands House.

17.6.2

The revised scheme will generate the following significant beneficial impacts:
• Socio-economic Impacts: An estimated 400 jobs created at the Crossrail maintenance
depot and stabling facility at Old Oak Common will result in a significant beneficial
impact on the local economy.
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This chapter sets out information on the following:
• the original proposals;
• the revised proposals;
• a description of the construction works for the revised proposals; and
• an assessment of any changes to the significant environmental impacts reported
in the main ES.

18.2

Permanent Works
The Original Works

18.2.1

Under the original scheme no works were proposed at North Pole Depot.
The Revised Scheme

18.2.2

Under the alternative depot strategy, it is proposed that North Pole Depot will be
used as a replacement facility by EWS, who currently operate from Old Oak Common.
Whilst many of the depot facilities can be used by EWS in their current form, some
alterations are required. As shown in Maps, W3(ii) and W2(ii) of the AP3 ES mapping
volume (AP3a), the alterations required to accommodate EWS will comprise:
• modification of track layouts including some removal of existing track and
provision of new track, points and a turntable within the depot;
• new approach tracks at the eastern end of the depot;
• demolition of existing stores building;
• modifications to access roads and turning areas;
• new steam locomotive servicing facilities;
• extension of existing rail vehicle fuelling point in the western part of the depot;
• construction of new rail vehicle fuelling point in the eastern part of the depot
with associated earth bund;
• new siding and accommodation for a breakdown crane;
• provision of new heavy lifting facility adjacent to the maintenance workshop; and
• modifications to the existing maintenance workshop and the servicing and
inspection shed to suit use by diesel locomotives and various types of rolling stock.
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Aerial View of North Pole Depot

18.3

Temporary Works
The Revised Scheme

18.3.1

Construction of the revised works will take place after vacation of the site by Eurostar,
in the following stages:
• demolition of stores building;
• site clearance;
• earthworks and formation for new tracks;
• construction of foundations for new buildings, including pits and floors;
• installation of turntable;
• construction of building superstructures;
• trackwork; and
• services and fitting out.
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Construction of The Revised Works
Duration of Works

18.4.1

The alterations to North Pole Depot and associated trackworks will take approximately
12 months, followed by a period for commissioning and for transfer of EWS from
Old Oak Common.
Construction Plant

18.4.2

The main construction plant to be used for the works will include compressors,
generators, cranes, excavators, dumpers, breakers, piling rigs, concrete pumps,
bulldozers, track tampers and engineering trains.
Worksite and Access

18.4.3

Works within North Pole Depot will be conducted from North Pole worksite (west)
and North Pole worksite (east). This is shown on Map W2(ii) of the AP3 ES mapping
volume (AP3a). No additional worksites outside of the depot are required.

18.5

Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Overview

18.5.1

The proposed amendment does not change the conclusions as set out in the main ES
with respect to air quality, and community. The temporary significant impacts of the
revised scheme are illustrated on Map W2(ii) of the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a).
Impacts on Landscape / Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

18.5.2

The North Pole Depot site is a linear railway corridor comprising main line tracks,
stabling sidings, maintenance sheds and workshops. Along its 1.2 km length,
the corridor is bounded to the south by a combination of residential and industrial
properties and an area of open space known as Little Wormwood Scrubs. To the
north of the main line tracks is the Grand Union Canal, a gas works, including two
gas holders, retail superstore, car park and residential apartments, which are situated
towards the eastern end of the corridor between the canal and mainline tracks.
Part of the northern edge of the corridor is adjacent to the Grand Union Canal
Conservation Area and a SMI for Nature Conservation.

18.5.3

Opposite the canal on the northern side is the Kensal Green Cemetery Conservation
Area. Kensal Green Cemetery is also listed on the English Heritage Register of Parks
and Gardens of Special Interest and contains many fine pieces of Victorian Gothic
mausoleum architecture and many mature trees. It represents a townscape component
of high quality and high sensitivity to change in a wider area of poor quality townscape,
which generally has a low sensitivity to change. It is considered that the townscape
character resources have an overall low quality and low sensitivity to change.
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Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings
18.5.4

No statutory listed buildings will be directly affected by the construction or operation
of the scheme in this route window.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

18.5.5

The proposed worksites at the North Pole Depot site are within the context of an existing
railway corridor with extensive railway tracks, overhead gantries, stabling sidings and
large built structures. The additional tracks, turntable and new structures will be
developed in the context of an industrial and railway landscape and consequently these
works will not result in any additional temporary or permanent impacts on townscape
character or the setting of either the Conservation Areas (Grand Union Canal and
Kensal Green Cemetery) or the English Heritage Park and Garden of Special Interest.
Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

18.5.6

The existing vegetation within Little Wormwood Scrubs recreation ground helps enclose
views of the railway corridor from users of the open space. The residential buildings along
Sutton Way, Dalgarno Way, Sunbeam Crescent, Barlby Gardens and Admiral Mews
enclose views from the surrounding streets, though limited views may be obtained from
some residential cul-de-sacs, of the railway corridor, boundary fencing, gantries and
trackside buildings. Views may be obtained over the tracks from the upper floors of the
northern-most residential properties facing the site. Glimpsed views of the railway corridor
may be obtained from Canal Way to the north. Views may also be obtained from Kensal
House, a residential development between Canal Way and Ladbroke Grove. A mixture
of high, moderate and low-sensitivity visual receptors are located around the depot site.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

18.5.7

The demolition and construction works are located within the existing railway corridor
and will not result in any additional significant temporary or permanent adverse impacts
on visual amenity to those reported in the main ES for these route windows (Volume 3,
Chapter 9, Sections 9.26 and 9.27, paragraphs 9.26.17, 9.27.6 and 9.27.9).

18.5.8

The permanent works, which include four additional structures as well as track realignment
and new turntable, will not result in any significant adverse impacts on visual amenity as
the structures are within the railway corridor and either extend or are built close to existing
depot buildings or are constructed on the site of the demolished structures.
Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

18.5.9

The baseline resources in this route window that might be affected by the revised
scheme are substantially the same as those for the original scheme at Old Oak
Common, as described in the main ES (Volume 3, Chapter 9, Sections 9.26
and 9.27, paragraphs 9.26.18 and 9.27.10).
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18.5.10 The baseline resources in the additional area around the North Pole Depot are similar to
those at Old Oak Common Depot, except that it is likely that there is good preservation of
archaeological remains beneath the railway embankment. In addition, there is low potential
for remains associated with WWII anti-aircraft batteries in Wormwood Scrubs Park.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
18.5.11 Piling and deep foundations for the additional buildings, sewer shafts, and retaining
walls will completely remove any surviving archaeological remains. Excavation for
shallow foundations, service pits, and other minor ground reduction may partially
or completely remove any surviving archaeological remains, except where such
shallow works take place on the existing embankments within the depot site.
18.5.12 Mitigation measures will remain preservation by record, as described in the main ES
(Volume 3, Chapter 9, Sections 9.26 and 9.27, paragraphs 9.26.19 and 9.27.10).
With this mitigation, no significant residual impacts will occur.
Impacts on Ecology
Baseline
18.5.13 The North Pole Depot site was surveyed during 2006. Part of the depot is within
the British Rail Western Region Land SBI (Grade 2), although the local authority
are pursuing this designation be deleted. Habitat within the depot comprises railway
ballast vegetation, rough grassland, tall herb vegetation and scattered scrub. Lineside
vegetation including scrub, rough grassland and tall herb vegetation is present north
of the depot. All these areas provide suitable habitat for reptiles.
18.5.14 The Wormwood Scrubs Local Nature Reserve and SBI (Grade 1) lies to the south
of the depot within Route Windows W2 and W3.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
18.5.15 There will be a permanent loss of an increased proportion of the resource of open
ballast vegetation in North Pole Depot, forming part of the British Rail Western Region
Land SBI (Grade 2). The open ballast vegetation is located between-track land in
operational areas where it is probably subject to occasional control, and areas that
have developed towards more species-rich and well-established railway ballast
vegetation types are of relatively small extent. There will also be some loss of
rough grassland at the eastern end of the depot. The impact will not be significant.
18.5.16 There will also be an increased loss of habitat suitable for reptiles. Slow worms are
likely to be present, giving rise to a potential requirement for translocation prior to
works. If surveys prior to construction find other reptile species then they
will be addressed in the same way. This routine mitigation is described in detail
in Appendix B1 of the main ES and will prevent significant residual impacts.
18.5.17 Given the proximity of works, there may be minor temporary disturbance to the
Wormwood Scrubs Park Local Nature Reserve and SBI (Grade 1), however this
is unlikely to cause a significant impact.
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Impacts on Water Resources
Baseline
18.5.18 Baseline conditions for water resources are described in the main ES (Volume 3,
Chapter 10).
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
18.5.19 The drainage system within North Pole will be reviewed and updated if necessary
to cope with EWS operations. The proposed new rail vehicle fuelling points will
incorporate protective measures to prevent pollution. The conversion of the stores and
other buildings to track is likely to reduce the area of hard surfaces and will therefore
produce a net benefit to infiltration and runoff. No significant impacts will occur.
Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline
18.5.20 Baseline conditions for Route Window W2 are described in the main ES (Volume 8c,
Chapter 25, paragraphs 25.5 and 25.6).
18.5.21 The main vehicular access to the North Pole Depot is currently from Scrubs Lane and
Mitre Way to the west of the site, with additional, secondary access from Barlby Road
to the east of the site.
Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts
18.5.22 The proposed alterations to the North Pole Depot and associated track works will
take place following the vacation of the site by Eurostar and will take approximately
12 months. Works will be carried out within the existing depot and approach tracks with
most of the trackwork materials being brought into the site by rail using existing sidings.
18.5.23 It will be necessary to deliver some plant and materials by road via the main site access
on Mitre Way. The secondary access from Barlby Road is not considered suitable for lorry
access. Lorries will use the route from the A40 (Westway) via Scrubs Lane to Mitre Way.
18.5.24 It is expected that lorry movements will peak over a one month period with an average
of 26 lorry movements per day. This is predicted to fall to an average of eight lorry
movements per day for the remainder of the construction period.
18.5.25 No significant impacts are predicted as a result of lorries accessing the North Pole
Depot worksite.
18.5.26 Possessions are only expected on tracks serving the North Pole or Old Oak Common
depots and are not predicted to have any significant impact on mainline or local
passenger services.
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Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
18.5.27 The EWS operation to be transferred to North Pole Depot is at a smaller scale to that
currently undertaken by Eurostar. There are currently some 208 car parking spaces
provided at the North Pole Depot for Eurostar staff. EWS have a car parking provision
of approximately 20 spaces at the Old Oak Common Depot.
18.5.28 The relocation of EWS is not expected to result in any permanent significant impacts.
Noise and Vibration Impacts
Baseline
18.5.29 The relevant baseline noise survey locations and durations are listed in the following
table (Table 18.1).

Table 18.1 Baseline Noise Measurements
Baseline Noise Level
Reference

Receptor

Daytime
(LAeq, 12 hour ) dB

Night-time
( LAeq, 8 hour ) dB

KC 041

Octavia House

68

-

KC 051

38 Kensal House

75

-

KC 06

15 Barlby Gardens

56

50

KC 07

Northaw House

58

55

KC 09

13 Salter Road

58

49

KC 10

14 Sunbeam Crescent

62

50

1 Short-term

monitoring location (LAeq, 3 hr)

Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts
Noise from Above-ground Construction Activity
18.5.30 The relevant measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES will be employed
to reduce construction noise impacts. A 3.6 m high hoarding will also be provided
at locations along the southern boundary and a short section of the northern railway
boundary, east of Ladbroke Grove. Concrete pumps, concrete lorries and compressors
will be housed in enclosures when in operation.
18.5.31 Despite these measures, 172 residential properties and 1 church will be affected
by significant construction noise impacts from daytime construction activity.
Of these properties, 18 will be eligible for noise insulation
18.5.32 No properties would be eligible for temporary rehousing at any time during the works.
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18.5.33 The dwellings that are likely to qualify for noise insulation are shown in Table 18.2.
Table 18.2 Properties Likely to Qualify for Noise Insulation
Number of
Dwellings

Representative Property
Address

Period of Day During Which Noise
Levels Exceed Noise Insulation Criteria
Daytime

North Pole Depot
15

10 – 24 Barlby Gardens

✓

3

16 – 18 Notting Barn Road

✓

Evening

Night-time

18.5.34 With this mitigation in place, 154 residential properties and 1 church will experience
significant residual construction noise impacts.
Table 18.3 Properties Significantly Affected by Noise from Surface Construction Activity
Number of
Dwellings

Representative Property
Address

Period of Day

Maximum Duration
of Impact in Months

3

7– 9 Barlby Gardens

Day

5

24

5 – 28 Salters Road

Day

5

3

13 –15 Notting Barn Road

Day

6

43

65–119 (odd) Shrewsbury Street

Day

6

34

2– 48 (even) Sunbeam Crescent

Day

9

-

St Francis Church

Day

2

16

1– 80 Princess Alice House (part)

Day

6

1

20 Webb Close

Day

6

6

1– 6 Terrace Court

Day

8

6

1– 6 Yaxhall House

Day

3

12

1– 12 Northaw House

Day

3

6

7– 12 Markyate House

Day

4
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18.5.35 Vibration from Construction Activity: There will be no additional significant impacts
as a result of the proposed Amendment.
18.5.36 Noise from Construction Road Traffic: There will be no additional significant impacts
as a result of the proposed Amendment.
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
18.5.37 Noise from operation of the Depot: There would be no significant residual noise
impacts from the operational use of the proposed depot and no mitigation required
Noise from the Operational Railway
18.5.38 The changes to the railway infrastructure and services will not be sufficient to give
rise to significant increases within this route window. No significant operational railway
noise impacts will, therefore occur.
18.5.39 Noise from Operational Road Traffic: There will be no additional significant impacts
as a result of the proposed Amendment.
Impacts from Contaminated Land
Baseline
18.5.40 The site of the North Pole Depot has historically been occupied by rail associated
activities. Between 1896 and 1967 the site was occupied by three carriage and
wagon repair shops and associated sidings and tracks to the south of the main
railway corridor. The site was cleared of previous buildings in the 1970s and remained
undeveloped until the 1990s when the rail maintenance buildings which currently
occupy the site were constructed.
18.5.41 Typical contaminants resulting from these types of operations and therefore likely
to be present on site are ash, clinker, coal, slag, hydrocarbons (including diesel and
lubricating oils) PAHs, solvents, PCBs, pesticides, paints, asbestos, heavy metals,
creosote and timber treatment products.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
18.5.42 It is predicted that there may be significant levels of contamination at North Pole Depot.
However, with the application of measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES
relating to the handling, treatment and ongoing management of contaminated soil
and groundwater, no significant impacts will occur during the construction phase
or in the long term.
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Socio-economic Impacts
Baseline
18.5.43 North Pole Depot, located to the south of the GWML is currently used by Eurostar
for maintaining and stabling Eurostar trains. Eurostar will vacate the Depot in 2007
when the London terminus of Eurostar services move to St Pancras and maintenance
functions are moved to a new depot. As such the baseline for socio-economic
assessment has assumed that the North Pole Depot will be vacant at the time of
start of construction of Crossrail works. To the northwest of the North Pole Depot
are Old Oak Common Depot and sidings, which will include facilities for EWS.
Areas to the north and south of the North Pole Depot are the large open spaces of
Wormwood Scrubs, Little Wormwood Scrubs, St Mary’s RC Cemetery and Kensal
Green Cemetery. Immediately to the east of the depot is Kensal Green Gasworks
Site 2, which is partly occupied by a gas storage facility. This site has been identified
in a draft local development framework document for uses including offices and
light industrial. No planning applications have been submitted for this site to date.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
18.5.44 The displaced EWS employment (estimated 40 jobs) will be relocated to the
North Pole Depot. The net employment impact of this relocation and the
development of a Crossrail depot is reported above.

18.6

Summary

18.6.1

The summary of impacts below is as reported within Chapter 14 for Route Window W3.
Additional Significant Impacts

18.6.2

The revised scheme will generate the following residual significant adverse impacts:
• Noise and Vibration: 154 residential properties and one church will experience
significant temporary residual construction noise impacts as a result of the
proposed works.
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Permanent Works
The Original Works

19.2.1

Under the original scheme no works were proposed at Ilford depot. Map NE5(i)
of the AP3 ES mapping volume (AP3a) shows the existing layout of Ilford Depot.
The Revised Works

19.2.2

Under the alternative depot strategy, it is now proposed that Ilford depot will be
remodelled to provide stabling facilities for Crossrail, as shown in Map NE5(ii) of
the AP ES mapping volume AP3(a). The revised works at the depot will comprise:
• provision of 11 stabling sidings for Crossrail trains;
• modification of existing sidings;
• walkways and access platforms alongside sidings;
• train crew accommodation building;
• traction substation;
• new OHLE; and
• lighting.

Aerial View of Ilford Depot
19.2.3

The facilities have been designed in such a way to allow for the future provision
of a train carriage washer.
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Temporary Works
The Revised Scheme

19.3.1

Construction of the revised works will take place in the following stages:
• utility diversions
• set up construction site offices and storage;
• alterations to sidings;
• site clearance;
• demolition of Bombardier’s Sheds A and B, and the Paint Shed;
• provide stabling walkways;
• provide access road and car park;
• construct train crew accommodation building; and
• construct stabling sidings.

19.4

Construction of the Revised Works
Duration of Works

19.4.1

The alterations to the depot and associated trackworks will take approximately one year.
Construction Plant

19.4.2

The main construction plant to be used for the stabling works will include cranes,
excavators, dumpers, hoists, scissor lifts, piling rigs, disc cutters, concrete pumps,
scaffolding, forklift, rail track tamper.
Worksite and Access

19.4.3

Works will be undertaken from within the boundary of the depot from the Ilford Depot
car park worksite and Ilford Depot worksite as illustrated on Map NE5(ii) of the AP3 ES
mapping volume, AP3 (a). No additional worksites outside of the depot are required.

19.5

Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Overview

19.5.1

The proposed amendment does not change the conclusions as set out in the main ES
with respect to air quality, community and socio economics. The temporary significant
impacts of the revised scheme are illustrated on Map NE5(ii) of the AP3 ES mapping
volume (AP3a).
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Impacts on Landscape / Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline
19.5.2

The Ilford Depot site is linear, approximately 860 m long, following the general
alignment of the GEML. It is located between the main line tracks and existing
railway sidings. It comprises main line tracks, stabling sidings, maintenance sheds
and workshops. To the north, there are existing sidings and with residential properties
beyond, which are a mixture of interwar and postwar styles, mainly orientated
perpendicular to the site. To the south, the site is bounded by a combination of
Victorian residential terraces, which back onto the tracks, industrial units, a waste
transfer depot and surface car parks serving the adjacent shopping area. To the
east and west, are larger scale buildings. To the east, is a large existing railway
shed and to the west, beyond Griggs Approach (a road bridge over the railway) are
a multi-storey car park, a 14 storey residential block and a 12 storey office building.
Approximately half way along the length of the sidings, a footbridge across the tracks
connects the northern and southern residential areas. There are no conservation
areas in the vicinity of the depot site. The landscape and townscape character
resources have an overall low quality and low sensitivity to change.
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

19.5.3

No statutory listed buildings will be directly affected by the construction or operation
of the scheme in this route window.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

19.5.4

The works will be carried out within the context of an existing railway corridor and depot
area with extensive railway tracks, overhead gantries and stabling sidings. The demolition
of the existing sheds and development of additional tracks and associated infrastructure
will not result in any temporary or permanent impacts on townscape resources in this
route window.
Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

19.5.5

Views of Ilford depot are generally limited by the residential and industrial buildings that
border the site. There are potential views from Griggs Approach, Ley Street, Carriage
Mews, Goddards Way, Meister Close, Drayton Close, Thompson Close, Oaklands Park
Avenue and Francis Avenue. There is a mixture of high, medium and low sensitivity visual
receptors located around these streets. Many of the views from the residential properties
are from upper rear windows and partially screened by vegetation. There are occasional
glimpses of the site from between the residential terraces and back alleys. The existing
Bombardier carriage sheds towards the centre of the site restrict views north — south
across the site. There are long views down the site from the bridge on Griggs Approach
at the western end and elevated views from the upper storeys of the residential and
office block beyond. The large railway shed at the eastern end of the site restricts views
from that part of the site. The views of pedestrians using the footbridge over the tracks
are mostly restricted by the bridge parapets.
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Mitigation and Residual Impacts
19.5.6

The works will be within the context of a broad railway corridor with gantries, overhead
lines and train movements. The demolition of the two existing shed buildings within the
depot will open up views across the tracks between the residential areas to the north
and south of the site. However, the works will not result in any temporary or permanent
significant adverse visual impacts due to the orientation of the properties, the distance
of properties from the site, the enclosure of views from the lower floors of the residential
properties and the views being in the context of the existing railway corridor.
Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

19.5.7

The baseline resources in this route window that might be affected by the revised
scheme are substantially the same as those for the original scheme in this route
window, as described in the main ES (Volume 3, Chapter 10, Section 10.8,
paragraph 10.8.6).

19.5.8

The Ilford depot site has high potential for Palaeolithic resources, as demonstrated
by flint implements and animal remains which have been recovered from this area.
There is a moderate potential for Roman remains, medieval agricultural remains,
and for post-medieval brick-making. There is also a low potential for later prehistoric
agriculture and settlement. Any in situ Palaeolithic remains would be of high importance,
other remains of low or moderate importance.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

19.5.9

Any deep excavation within the terrace gravels (eg piles or deep foundations) will
remove potential Palaeolithic remains, if present. Shallow groundworks (eg trackworks
outside of the existing trackbed) may partially or completely remove potential
archaeological remains from later periods.

19.5.10 Mitigation measures will remain preservation by record, as described in the main ES
(Volume 3, Chapter 10, Section 10.8, paragraph 10.8.14). With this mitigation,
no significant residual impacts will occur.
Impacts on Ecology
Baseline
19.5.11 Ilford Depot was surveyed during 2006. The southern fringe of the depot is within
the railway land in Redbridge SBI (Grade 2) which covers the GEML within this route
window. Habitats within the depot comprise extensive areas of railway ballast
vegetation, rough grassland, scattered tall-herb vegetation and ruderal vegetation.
19.5.12 Within the depot, there are two buildings with moderate bat roost potential.
Suitable habitat for reptiles is present within the depot.
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Mitigation and Residual Impacts
19.5.13 There will be permanent loss of a large portion of open ballast vegetation. This is
located between track land in operational areas and is probably subject to occasional
control. Areas that have developed more established and species rich ballast vegetation
are of relatively small extent, though there are more substantial areas towards the east.
19.5.14 The impact within this route window will not be significant, however there will be a
contribution to a cumulative significant impact relating to the loss of railway ballast
vegetation in East London described in the main ES (Volume 2, Chapter 7,
Section 7.5). The contribution to this cumulative impact at Ilford will be offset by the
removal of previously assessed impact at Romford. There will be a net reduction in
impact, though not sufficient to render the cumulative impact non-significant.
19.5.15 In addition there may be loss of similar vegetation, together with rough grassland and
perhaps tall-herb vegetation adjacent to the main line, though probably fragmentary in
this area. This could fall within the Redbridge SBI. Owing to the very small proportion
of the SBI affected and to the relatively ruderal character of the vegetation, the impact
will be of low magnitude, and there for will not be significant.
19.5.16 It is also likely that a loss of habitat suitable for reptiles will occur. Surveys prior to
construction will be undertaken, if reptile species are found to be present, then routine
mitigation described in detail in Appendix B1 of the main ES will prevent significant
residual impacts.
19.5.17 Two buildings with moderate bat roost potential will be demolished. Of the many bat
emergence surveys undertaken elsewhere on the Crossrail route none has identified
roosting bats in similar locations, and it is therefore statistically unlikely that roosting
bats are present here. In order to establish the prevailing conditions prior to construction,
surveys will be undertaken and if roosting bats are found, routine mitigation as set out
in Appendix B1 of the main ES will prevent significant residual impacts.
19.5.18 The depot does not abut areas supporting wildlife habitat, and there is little scope
for disturbance impacts during construction outside of the railway corridor.
Impacts on Water Resources
Baseline
19.5.19 The Seven Kings River, a tributary of the River Roding, crosses the route alignment
to the east of Seven Kings station. There are no licensed groundwater abstractions,
surface water abstractions or discharges within this route window.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
19.5.20 The demolition of the existing buildings and conversion to track will reduce the area
of hard surfaces and will produce a net benefit to infiltration and run off. The minor
modifications to track layout will not produce any significant impacts on water resources.
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Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline
19.5.21 Baseline conditions for Route Window NE5 are described in the main ES (Volume 8d,
Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.6 to 6.16).
19.5.22 Ilford Depot is located to the west of Seven Kings station on the northern side of the
GEML between Griggs Approach to the west and Aldborough Road South to the east.
19.5.23 The construction of the stabling and associated trackworks is expected to take some
12 months and will be carried from within the boundary of the depot and on the adjacent
mainline tracks. The main road access to the depot is from Ley Street close to its junction
with Griggs Approach.
19.5.24 Some of the materials required for the works will be delivered by rail, but there will be
a requirement to deliver plant and materials and remove demolition material by road
via the Ley Street access. It is estimated that on average this will amount to 4 lorry
movements per day with an increase up to 50 lorry movements per day for a period
of 4 weeks towards the end of the construction period.
19.5.25 The proposed lorry route to the depot will be from Winston Way (A118) via Griggs
Approach and Ley Street. Lorry movements for the depot works are not expected
to cause any significant impacts on the local road network.
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
19.5.26 As the proposed Crossrail stabling will replace an existing maintenance depot,
little change in traffic levels is expected. No significant traffic and transport impacts
are predicted on the local road network.
Noise and Vibration Impacts
Baseline
19.5.27 The relevant baseline noise survey locations and durations are listed in the following
Table 19.1.
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Table 19.1 Baseline Noise Measurements

Reference

Receptor

Baseline Noise Level
Daytime
Night-time
(LAeq, 12 hour ) dB ( LAeq, 8 hour ) dB

RB05

38 Oaklands Park Avenue

65

60

RB06

33 Francis Avenue

78

72

RB07

4 Carriage Mews

58

52

RB08

Car Park to rear of Goddards Way

69

63

IS04

99 Charterhouse Square

62

63

IS05

33 Charterhouse Square1

68

-

Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts
Noise from Above-ground Construction Activity
19.5.28 The relevant measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES will be employed to reduce
construction noise impacts. A 3.6 m high hoarding will also be provided to the south
of the carriage shed demolition site, around the substation worksite, along the northern
boundary of the site and a small barrier section to the west of the Ley Street Sidings.
Concrete pumps and compressors will be housed in enclosures when in operation.
A 3.6 m high hoarding will also be provided along two sides of the concrete crusher.
19.5.29 Despite these measures 78 residential properties will be affected by significant
construction noise impacts from daytime construction activity.
19.5.30 No properties would be eligible for noise insulation at any time during the works.
19.5.31 No properties would be eligible for temporary rehousing at any time during the works.
19.5.32 The properties identified in Table 19.2 will experience significant residual construction
noise impacts.
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Table 19.2 Properties Significantly Affected by Noise from Surface Construction Activity
Number of
Dwellings

Representative Property
Address

Period of Day

Maximum Duration
of Impact in Months

4

32– 35 Carriage Mews

Day

2

1

25 Carriage Mews

Day

2

6

26– 31 Carriage Mews

Day

2

7

10 Carriage Mews

Day

2

2

8– 9 Carriage Mews

Day

2

3

5 – 7 Carriage Mews

Day

3

4

4 Carriage Mews

Day

5

3

272– 276 Ley Street

Day

2

3

266 – 270 Ley Street

Day

3

5

252– 262 Ley Street

Day

4

6

240 – 250 Ley Street

Day

4

3

236 – 238 Ley Street

Day

4

14

1–14 Mallard Court (Ley Road)

Day

3

4

218– 224 Ley Street

Day

5

3

212– 216 Ley Street

Day

4

4

204 – 210 Ley Street

Day

4

6

192– 202 Ley Street

Day

4

19.5.33 Vibration from Construction Activity: The proposed Amendment does not change
the conclusions as set out in the main ES.
19.5.34 Noise from Construction Road Traffic: The proposed Amendment does not change
the conclusions as set out in the main ES.
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
19.5.35 Noise from operation of the Sidings: There would be no significant residual noise
impacts from the operational use of the proposed depot and no mitigation required.
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Noise from the Operational Railway
19.5.36 The changes to the railway infrastructure and services will not be sufficient to give
rise to significant increases within this route window. No significant operational railway
noise impacts will therefore occur.
19.5.37 Noise from Operational Road Traffic: The proposed Amendment will not generate
any significant impacts in addition to those in the main ES.
Impacts from Contaminated Land
Baseline
19.5.38 The site was originally occupied for farmland and first developed as a brickfield in 1875.
The site became railway land (maintenance sheds and sidings) around 1921 and has
continued to be used as railway depot and maintenance facilities until the present.
19.5.39 Given the current and historic operations there is potential for contamination to be
present on site. Contaminants typically associated with railway operations include ash,
clinker, fuel oils, lubricants, general hydrocarbons and solvents, contaminated ballast,
contents of underground and above-ground fuel storage tanks, heavy metals, PCBs,
herbicides and pesticides, creosote, timber treatment products and asbestos.
19.5.40 The site has undergone investigation by Railtrack plc in 1999, which identified
concentrations of arsenic, boron, copper, lead, selenium and zinc in soil in excess of
guidelines identified mostly in the made ground across the site. These heavy metals are
likely to be associated with the constituents of the fill materials, particularly ash and clinker,
which were widely distributed across the site. Concentrations of TPH were also detected
at concentrations which could have detrimental impacts to human health. The drains
beneath the site were considered to be heavily impacted by hydrocarbon product.
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
19.5.41 Significant levels of contamination maybe present at this site. There is potential for
construction workers to come into contact with groundwater containing elevated
concentrations of contaminants within superficial deposits. Low permeability London
Clay prevents any further migration of mobile contaminants (hydrocarbons or
lubrication oils) into the Chalk aquifer which lies at depth.
19.5.42 The Railtrack (Network Rail) information indicates that on-site drainage facilities may
form preferential pathways for mobile on-site contaminants which could impact nearby
surface watercourses.
19.5.43 These impacts can be mitigated through good practise during construction, soil
disposal or remediation. With the application of measures set out in Appendix B1 of the
main ES relating to the handling, treatment and ongoing management of contaminated
soil and groundwater, no significant impacts will occur during the construction phase
or in the long term.
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Socio-economic Impacts
Baseline
19.5.44 The baseline resources that might be affected by the revised scheme at Ilford are
substantially the same as those described in the main ES (Volume 3, Chapter 10,
Section 10.8).
Mitigation and Residual Impacts
19.5.45 Approximately 200 jobs will be displaced as a result of the relocation of the existing
Bombardier maintenance facility at Ilford depot. There are estimated to be approximately
55 – 60 jobs associated with the proposed Crossrail stabling at Ilford, resulting in a net
job loss of up to 140 jobs at Ilford Depot. In relation to total employment in the area this
is not regard as a significant impact. Further work will be undertaken with Bombardier
to identify options for relocation of the maintenance facility to a suitable alternative site.

19.6

Summary
Additional Significant Impacts

19.6.1

The revised scheme will generate the following significant adverse impacts:
• Noise and Vibration: 78 residential properties will be affected by significant
construction noise impacts from daytime construction activity.

